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This semester was my third experience as a UTA. This semester, I had the privilege of

working with Dr. Debra Wood for her two sections of MATH122B, AKA Calculus I. I have not

actually taken Calc I at the University of Arizona, and so it was eye-opening to see how

differently it’s being taught here. My UTA experience gave me a window into the struggles of

Calc I students, and I was humbled by how much work they had to do. I often lose sight of my

past struggles, which meant that I “wrote off” the first few calculus courses as “easy”; I no

longer write off those courses, nor any others.

Having begun my UTA journey during the pandemic, I had never done any in-person

work until this Fall. The hours spent helping students one-on-one, with their work right in front

of me and a pencil in my hand to draw right onto their worksheets, were invaluable. Seeing as

the world is continuing to recover from the pandemic, I predict that the UTA program will soon

be what it once was: fully in-person. I encourage prospective applicants to the program to

consider that as another great reason to lock in their application! Helping students in-person is

far more engaging and a little more difficult than through Zoom, and I feel like I actually learned

a lot in the process of helping them. It’s easy for the experience of online interaction to slip away

from your memory, and I find that it’s far harder for real-world interaction to pass you by.

Another “real-world” activity that I deeply enjoyed was the act of grading physical paper.

It was a wholly new experience, and I initially struggled to grade my packets in good time.

However, it now feels natural. The most striking change I’ve noticed is that my eyes don’t

struggle to pick up details from a student’s submission; I can quickly parse over their work and

find the relevant bits of information. I think this is a meta-skill, or a skill to build other skills, and

so I’m glad I got to grade this way.

The UTA program has been my first “job”, and I’m proud to be able to put down a whole

year of TAing on my resume. This Fall, I’ve furthered my ability to communicate ideas and

present myself to an audience without fear or nervousness. I strongly recommend this program to

all students who’ve done Calculus.


